Nr.

R E G I S T R AT I O N F O R M F O R S P O R T C L IMB IN G T E A C HE R S
C L IMB IN G C O A C HE S & S U P E R V I S O R S
Surname, First name .............................................................................................................................................
Sex



male



female

Date of birth ................................................................

Address (Postal code/City/Street) .............................................................................................................................
email-address ................................................................

Tel.-Nr. .........................................................................

Name/Loc. of alpine club ..................................................

Member card nr. ............................................................

personal education ..............................................................................................................

year ........................

course for club / school / institution ...........................................................................................................................
name of the course / resp. the clients* .......................................................................................................................
With my signature, I confirm to assume full responsibilty and duty of supervision for everyone who takes my course, my training
group, or my personal clients during the entire stay at the climbing facility. All the personal information I provide is only needed for
the Alpenverein Kletterzentrum Innsbruck GmbH and in case of an accident for the first report to the police.



I agree to receive newsletters via email to the above address.

I confirm to have read and understood the user rules of the climbing gym, as well as the rules for the gym, for bouldering and
rope-climbing. I agree that these rules apply when I enter the climbing gym.
I have enough expert and current qualification to educate and instruct others and am fully aware that me and my clients use the
entire facility at our own risk. The staff of the climbing gym does not check in any way whether or not I have sufficient expertise to
use the facility, as a user or an instructor, whether or not I can properly follow safety protocols or whether or not I fulfil my duty of
supervision. The staff can take action in case of any violation of safety rules or other rules at the facility.
I am aware that
- I have the responsibility for my clients or athletes during their entire stay at the climbing facility
- I need a valid and approved qualification for this
- without a reservation for course walls, I have no right to reserve parts of the wall or routes.
- it is not permitted to add, tick marks or tape stripes to the wall or to manipulate any holds
- backpacks are not appreciated inside the gym, and changing in the gym is not appreciated either
- gym users should change inside the locker room, lock all valuable items and only take the most necessary items into the gym
- national teams only receive group discounts if they consist of more than 8 people, and announced their arrival beforehand
- the exclusive use of the speed wall and the use of speed timing is only allowed after coordination with the Austrian Climbing
Federation (office@austriaclimbing.com)

Alpenverein Kletterzentrum Innsbruck GmbH
Sillside Innsbruck, Matthias-Schmid-Straße 12c
6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Tel +43 512 39 73 40 0
info@kletterzentrum-innsbruck.at
www.kletterzentrum-innsbruck.at

I am also aware that
- in the locker rooms, no liability is taken, that I have to take care to keep valuables etc. locked up, and that changing clothes is
done inside the locker room and not in the gym.
- I am responsible to watch beginners and minors that are in the gym with me at all times during my entire stay and that I have
the complete responsibility. I guarantee that I have the necessary qualifications and knowledge.
- the „Kinderparadies“ (kids‘ paradise) is equipped with softer mats and that children cannot be left unattended either there or
anywhere else in the facility. Little children should always be „spotted“ while bouldering.
- training in the fitness room (weights room) requires knowledge and experience and that adolescents are not allowed to be
without an expert coach or companion due to the risks that come with the use of free weights. The rules that apply for the
weights room must be followed.
- in bouldering, injuries are common due to the high risk when falling, the risk has to be managed at my own responsibility and
I have to adapt it to my abilities. Children should not boulder higher than ca. 3 m, school children should not boulder higher than
3.5-4 m. The falling zones (any area where a boulder could potentially land in case of a fall) of other climbers must be avoided.
The entire bouldering mat must be kept free of objects (chalk bags, bottles, brushes, etc.).
- when climbing with a rope, correct, proper handling of every piece of equipment is mandatory. Due to the high risk when falling,
wrong handling of equipment or wrong application of belaying techniques and safety measures can lead to severe physical
injuries and health issues for the climber, the belayer, and third party, in extreme cases, deathly injuries. Thus, falling zones
of other climbers must be avoided. The utmost concentration, resp. absolutely no distraction must be guaranteed inside the
discretion zone of the belayers.
- the use of the Toppas climbing tools (automatic cable belay) comes with its own set of rules, which must be followed. Respect
the other users of the facility, keep enough distance to others, do not do any traversing, rope climbers have priority! Particular
care is necessary due to the lack of a partner check. Always make sure that you are safely attached! Do not swing on the Speed
Toppas!

* in case of several course participants, or several course-units a list with the names of the participants must be provided. Minors participate in
the course only with consent of the organisation or a parent/legal guardian. The current list (cf. form for group registrations) has to be provided to
the gym operator. The climbing teacher/instructor resp. the supervisor receives a group entrance ticket for the climbers he/she supervises.

Location, Date ...............................................................

Signature ......................................................................

